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LEGI-TWINING SUPPORT FLOR

You want

something special!

... a genuine



LEGI-FLOR trellis beam Reinforced trellis beam

PERFECTLY SHAPED LEGI-TWINING SUPPORT FLOR

More greenery with LEGI!

LEGI-FLOR TRELLIS PROFILE

LEGI-FLOR ARCHES

LEGI-FLOR PLANT SUPPORT TRELLISES

The wish for more greenery in our cities, commercial and industrial
estates is more topical than ever. We foresaw this development
decades ago and developed the first industrially manufactured
modular system for trellisses and structures - . An ideal
cross-section of adequately proportioned steel wire ideal for the
growth of plants provides the plants with the best means of
development and the planner with sufficient leeway for design.

In principle, the cross-section is triangular with blunted corners. All
wires have a diameter of 8 mm and are spot welded at intervals of
200 mm to encircling rings with crosswise reinforcement. The system

thereby achieves great strength with the greatest
possible appearance of lightness. The special arrangement of the
longitudinal wires in pairs makes fastening with screws possible in
numerous ways in all directions. The lattice is manufactured in
lengths of up to 6000 mm in graduations of 200 mm. Of course,
intermediate sizes, diagonal cuts and folded ends are possible with a
welded end wire.

Der Bogenquerschnitt entspricht dem Rankprofilquerschnitt, wobei
dieser über drei verschiedene Achsen in Standardradien lt. Preisliste
gebogen werden kann. Sonderradien größer als die angegebenen
kleinsten Radien sind möglich, jedoch ist hierbei ein gleichmäßiger
Ringabstand nicht mehr gegeben.

These consist of steel wires in 6 and 8 mm wire gauge spot welded
crosswise with double reinforcing wires in graduations as shown in
the price list. The plant support trellises can be used as a stand-
alone design element, e.g. on facades, or as a plant support surface
between the . Trellis cuttings with subsequently
welded end wires are also possible.

Many years of design experience have led to numerous standard
connecting methods, which have proven their value with regard to
safety and strength. However, individual design forms repeatedly
demand new structural elements, which we can supply adapted
specially for your needs.

LEGI-Flor

LEGI-FLOR

LEGI-FLOR profiles

Connecting elements

LEGI-FLOR Pavilion

Our planning
department puts
your ideas or
sketches into
practice with the
system

.
Unrestricted
possibilities for
each planner with
his own individual
concepts.

LEGI-
FLOR

LEGI-FLOR

Façade trellisesLEGI-FLOR

Reinforcement
in one axis

Wire gauge = 8 mmWire gauge = 8 mm

RAL 6005
RAL 6009 fir green
RAL 7016

moss green

anthracite

SF I
RAL 9010 pure white
RAL 7030 stone grey
RAL 7023 concrete grey
RAL 9005 black

SF II
RAL 5010 gentian violet
RAL 8014 sepia brown
RAL 3000 flame red

SF III

Following bath processing, hot-dip galvanised in accordance
with DIN EN ISO 1461.

LEGI-colours (SF)

We can supply more RAL colours on request.

LEGI-protection against corrosion (LKS)
LKS I

Following bath processing, hot-dip galvanised in accordance
with and powder coatedDIN EN ISO 1461

LKS IV

www.legi.de
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